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FREMANTLE EASTERN BYPASS, RESERVATION DELETION 
Matter of Public Interest 

THE DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mrs D.J. Guise):  I received within the prescribed time today a letter from the 
member for Carine seeking to debate as a matter of public interest the following motion -  

That this House calls on the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure to explain her Government’s role 
in the Western Australian Planning Commission’s recent recommendation to delete the Fremantle 
eastern bypass, in light of - 

(a) the commission’s 1992 recommendation to maintain the Fremantle eastern bypass reservation; 

(b) the recommendation of the commission’s heritage committee that the reservation be 
maintained; 

(c) the fact that 85 per cent of public submissions were in favour of maintaining the reservation; 
and 

(d) the lack of a proven, credible planning alternative for transport in the southern suburbs. 

If sufficient members agree to this motion, I will allow it. 

[At least five members rose in their places.] 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  The matter can proceed. 

MS K. HODSON-THOMAS (Carine) [3.13 pm]:  I move the motion.  It is important, first, to put on record a 
description of the Fremantle eastern bypass road reservation.  This reservation is between High Street, 
Fremantle, and Healy Road, Hamilton Hill, and was planned as part of the north-south transport corridor for 
regional traffic within the metropolitan region.  It was designed to cater for heavy traffic movements generated 
by the Fremantle port and the industrial area in the south west corridor, as well as for passenger vehicle 
movements.  It was also planned to make efficient use of the Stirling Bridge.  It is known that growth in the 
metropolitan area is expected to increase pressure on this Swan River crossing.  Fremantle eastern bypass and 
Roe 8 would complete a continuous, long planned, east-west link between Fremantle and the State’s major 
transport corridors.  Deleting these reservations will create a burden on existing road systems creating less 
efficient transport modes - I will come back to that shortly - more congestion and conflict-based road networks 
that will compromise road safety.  Certainly, that has been highlighted by the Hearings Committee and can be 
found in the report entitled “Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment No. 1055/33 Fremantle Eastern Bypass, 
Volume 1, Report on Submissions”, which was tabled in this House on 19 November.  This decision is clearly 
not in the interests of the whole community, which begs the question: was the process flawed, was there political 
interference and was political pressure put on the Western Australian Planning Commission to make this reckless 
decision?  If it was not flawed and no political interference or political pressure came to bear, why then did the 
weight of the submissions in this report not amount to anything?   

I will quickly run through the submissions.  There were 9 736 submissions plus a further 182 late submissions.  
Of these submissions, 8 290 submissions, 85.1 per cent, opposed the deletion and 1 392 submissions, 14.3 per 
cent, supported the deletion.  Eighty-five per cent of almost 10 000 submissions opposed the deletion and 100 
issues were identified from those submissions.  This shows that the Government has, yet again, paid lip-service 
to the process when the Hearings Committee and the Transport Committee have recommended not to delete at 
this time until the minister’s six-point plan can be proved.  That is what it says in the report of the Hearings 
Committee and the Transport Committee.  It is interesting to note that a couple of members of the Western 
Australian Planning Commission were on the Hearings Committee.  The Hearings Committee was made up of 
Ms Verity Allan, chairperson, WAPC member; Mr Chris O’Neill, deputy chairperson, town planning consultant; 
Councillor Corinne MacRae, WAPC member; Councillor Nikolee Ansell, Perth Region Planning Committee 
member; Professor John Taplin, School of Economics and Commerce, University of Western Australia; 
Councillor Elizabeth Taylor, deputy member, WAPC deputy member; and Mr Peter Metropolis, deputy member, 
engineering consultant.  Those people made a determination in the report that states - 

The Hearings Committee recommends that Metropolitan Region Scheme Amendment No. 1055/33 
should not proceed at the current time or in its current form.   

The Committee does not support deletion of the Fremantle Eastern Bypass . . .  

It goes on to qualify that if it were to do that, a number of things would be first put in place and the land would 
be held in reservation until such time as the minister’s six-point plan could be proved.  Up until now, those 8 290 
people opposed to the deletion are not convinced that this minister has it right because she simply got it wrong - 
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Mr N.R. Marlborough:  Who cares?   

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  Exactly, who cares!  We know why the member does not care.  Members need 
only look in this - 

Several members interjected.   

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Order, members!   

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  Members need only look in this report.  This is about political decision - 

Mr N.R. Marlborough interjected. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Order, member for Peel! 

Point of Order 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  Again, we have intimidation of a woman member on this side of the House by a male 
member on the opposite side.  He should be called to order.  

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Order!  There is no point of order. 

Debate Resumed 

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  Madam Speaker, this report is about a political decision.  This Government does 
not care about the seats of Alfred Cove or Murdoch; they are Liberal seats and the Government will not give 
credence to their concerns about this decision.   
Mr N.R. Marlborough interjected. 

Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  This Government has paid lip-service - 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Order, member for Peel! 
Mr N.R. Marlborough interjected. 

Point of Order 
Ms S.E. WALKER:  I have a point of order about the level -  

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  I call the member for Peel to order for the second time. 

Debate Resumed 
Ms K. HODSON-THOMAS:  It is fairly typical that this Government has paid lip-service to the process.  On the 
first page of the Transport Committee’s advice, the report states - 

Even with the 6 Point Plan freight traffic on the regional road network will continue to grow. 

Freight transport by road is set to treble.  We all support the minister’s view about putting more containers on 
rail.  However, even if the minister were to deliver and put 30 per cent on rail, at today’s figures the volume of 
freight transport by road will still treble.  There is no allocation in Main Roads’ budget for upgrading Leach 
Highway, South Street, Stock Road and High Street.  Those roads will come under enormous pressure.  Over the 
next four years $200 million will come out of Main Roads’ budget.  Where will the money come from to support 
this proposal?  Even the Western Australian Planning Commission states in its report that the funding should be 
put in place.  I have already made comments about the Hearings Committee and the Transport Committee - they 
make very interesting reading and every member should read them - because if this is an example of what the 
minister is about to embark upon in planning for this State, we are in serious trouble.  We will be in serious 
trouble if this minister does not give the community an opportunity to have its say.  Okay, the community has 
had its say, but the Government does not give two hoots about what the community has said.  It does not matter 
that more traffic will be diverted to Leach Highway, High Street and Stock Road. 

In referring to traffic and the minister’s six-point plan, the report does not refer to the O’Connor community’s 
concern for businesses in that area.  It is intended to upgrade Stock Road.  In fact, there is a lovely flyer going 
around; I do not have a copy of it with me at the moment, so the member for Murdoch may enlarge on that in 
due course.  However, numerous businesses in that community will be severely disadvantaged; in fact, they may 
as well just close their doors.  A business owner in the O’Connor area told me that the total value of the 
businesses in that region is in the vicinity of $56 million.  Where will the money come from when the minister’s 
six-point plan is put in place?  Some of those businesses include D’Orsogna Brothers, Fabcott Pty Ltd, Central 
West Corp, Lot 19, Caltex Service Station, R.J. Coleman, Western Australian Egg Marketing Board, and the list 
goes on.  What about the homes to be demolished along Leach Highway?  Have the owners been consulted; did 
they have the opportunity to express their concerns; where will their compensation come from? 
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I would like to raise one other issue because I know other members will be making comments in relation to Roe 
Highway stage 8.  The Hearings Committee of the WA Planning Commission determined that the Fremantle 
eastern bypass should not be looked at in isolation of Roe Highway stage 8.  It is interesting to note that the 
minister gave a commitment to the federal Government that she would make no changes to the road reservation 
for Roe 8.  Under the heading “Australian Government Releases Roe Highway Funding”, Senator Ian 
Campbell’s media release of 4 March 2003 reads -  

The Minister for Local Government, Territories and Roads, Senator Ian Campbell, said today he had 
given approval to resume Commonwealth payments totalling $41.3 million to the Roe Highway.   
He said the resumption of payments for stages 6 and 7 followed confirmation from the Western 
Australian Government that it was not taking any action to alter the planning reservation for stage 8 of 
the project.   

That makes interesting reading.  In a letter Senator Campbell wrote to the Minister for Planning and 
Infrastructure on 16 October 2003, he states - 

Dear Minister  

Thank you for your letter of 19 September 2003 concerning Australian Government funding . . .  

The Australian Government remains committed to providing $76 million for the Roe Highway under 
the Roads of National Importance . . .  

. . .I have instructed officers from my Department to resume . . . monthly . . . payments . . .  

This is the clincher -  

You should note, however, that any future action by the Western Australia Government to alter the 
planning reservation for Roe Highway stage 8 would result in the Australian Government taking action 
to reclaim its 2003-04 and 2004-05 project allocation.   

The minister has given the federal Government a commitment to keep the road reservation intact.  If the 
Fremantle eastern bypass is taken out of the metropolitan region scheme, there will be no need for stage 8.  The 
Minister for Planning and Infrastructure has misled the federal Government, and she must be shown as having 
done that.  Roe 8 will be a road to nowhere if the Fremantle eastern bypass does not go ahead.   

In closing, this Government has thrown good advice to the wind and it has ignored expert advice and the weight 
of submissions from the community.  It has treated voters with total disregard and has paid lip-service, yet again, 
to due process and community consultation.  We have become very familiar with the Government’s lip-service.   

MR M.F. BOARD (Murdoch) [3.28 pm]:  I do not think I have seen a minister display greater arrogance than 
that demonstrated by the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure over recent days after she announced her 
intention to delete the Fremantle eastern bypass from the metropolitan region scheme.  The Minister for Planning 
and Infrastructure has been arrogant in the way she has completely disregarded the vast majority of submissions 
and her own planning commission’s working committee.  She has bulldozed the initial proposition in a self-
centred political decision that will sell out the majority of Western Australians living south of the river and 
prevent, in a regional sense, the full intention of Roe Highway.  Further, she has prostituted the Western 
Australian Planning Commission and, as far as I am concerned, it no longer has any long-term planning 
credibility.  The commission knows that and the community will soon know it.  I put on the record today that the 
WA Planning Commission - the body in which we place our faith for making long-term strategic decisions for 
Western Australia, the growth of our suburbs and orderly planning - has sold the community out on the pretence 
of having a six-point plan that is not in place and that has not been demonstrated to be workable.  It is a plan that 
makes a great number of assumptions about the future.  How can a planning authority, of all things, delete a road 
reserve based on those assumptions?  It is a scurrilous action.  It is a prostitution of both itself and the planning 
mechanisms, and it knows it.  The Planning Commission cannot have any pride in this document and in the fact 
that it has been forced into making this decision.  It cannot have any pride when it talks about future long-term 
planning in Western Australia.  On what basis has the Planning Commission deleted this road reserve?  It would 
be different if the Planning Commission had a plan that was working.  It would be different if it was able to show 
that a completed Roe Highway was now moving freight traffic away from roads south of the river and away 
from the port of Fremantle.  This might happen, and it would be wonderful if it did.  However, the reality is that 
there are now greater and greater freight movements in streets that were not designed for that kind of traffic.  The 
minister knows that that is happening.  Most of the minister’s decisions and statements on this matter have been 
ambiguous.  At one stage the minister said that Leach Highway and South Street would be given freeway status.  
However, when it became obvious that that would be political suicide, the minister said that people would have 
to get used to greater freight movements on Leach Highway and South Street.   
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This was all built on the pretence about getting more freight onto rail.  Let us just examine that more closely.  
This was the rail that would go from the port and through the heritage and tourism precincts of Fremantle, 
thereby cutting off the residential areas from the beaches of Fremantle forever.  This was the rail that would 
cause six, eight or even 10 double-stacked container road trains, each 800-metres long, to travel each day along 
the foreshore at Fremantle and along roads to the south, and end up at Kewdale.  What will happen when this so-
called increase in container freight ends up at Kewdale?  Will the containers just disappear off the face of the 
earth?  No.  The will be put on a truck and delivered to where they were intended to go in the first place - the 
industrial areas of Canning Vale, O’Connor, Myaree and Osborne Park.  The trains will not go to Myaree and 
Osborne Park.  It is an absolute furphy to think that we can get so-called freight traffic and containers onto trains.   

Mr F.M. Logan:  That is what happens in every other city in the world.  

Mr M.F. BOARD:  The difference is that those containers go out of the city and into country regions, or to other 
countries.  Western Australia does not import containers that go east.  The majority - 99.9 per cent - of the 
freight that comes into Western Australia goes into the Perth metropolitan region.  It is a furphy to think that we 
can get freight traffic onto trains, and members opposite know it.  Not only that, but the minister’s own state 
Planning Commission has said the same thing.  The Western Australian Planning Commission Hearings 
Committee said in its report on the metropolitan region scheme and the Fremantle eastern bypass -  

The Hearings Committee realised that the potential to shift containers from road to rail will not 
significantly affect road planning decisions such as the number of traffic lanes required on the regional 
road network, so the decision on rail freight is not a critical issue for this amendment. 

The Hearings Committee of the WA Planning Commission knows that it is crap.  Therefore, the WA Planning 
Commission knows that it is crap.  What happens?  The minister is feeding this line and some people are buying 
it.  Every person south of the river will know the facts.  Members opposite can see the tens of thousands of little 
red dots and the few green dots on the page that I am holding up.  In fact, it looks like a colour-blind test that 
people took when they had to go into the services.  The Planning Commission must be colour blind because the 
only green dots are around the bypass reserve, and they show vested interests.  There are 10 000 red dots along 
the whole of the southern corridor.  They represent people who are against the government proposal, and every 
one of them will manifest itself in a vote against this Government.  The Government knows it because this will 
be the biggest issue south of the river for a very long time.   

I feel sorry for the WA Planning Commission.  It has been a credible body for 30 years and made long-term 
strategic decisions.  The Government does not have to build the bypass; it can ignore it and still put its six-point 
plan in place.  It can show people its credentials. 

Mr F.M. Logan:  Then you will build the bypass. 

Mr M.F. BOARD:  That is what it is all about.  Out of the member’s own mouth it is all about those little green 
dots.  This Government has prostituted the Planning Commission to make sure that no future Government has 
the option.  This Government’s pie-in-the-sky plan has no credibility and has been discredited by the Hearings 
Committee report.  However, the Planning Commission, which did nothing in 1992, has now come out with this 
little gem that the eastern bypass reservation must be deleted.  People do not need to be Einstein to work out why 
this has come about. 

MS A.J. MacTIERNAN (Armadale - Minister for Planning and Infrastructure) [3.37 pm]:  I know that moving 
forward is difficult for many people.  Many who are entrenched in established paradigms find it difficult to come 
to terms with a new way of looking at a problem and resolving it.  I can understand that the member for Murdoch 
is committed to the decision of the Charles Court Government to create the Fremantle eastern bypass.  However, 
it is tragic that the great white hope of the Liberal Party is locked into the 1970s as the ultimate paradigm for 
planning.  I say, for the benefit of the member for Murdoch, we must move on. 

Mr M.F. Board:  This has nothing to do with the deletion, and you know it.  You can move on to anywhere you 
like.  Why did you have to stop something that is a backup and can be used as a safeguard?  You cannot do that. 

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  I will tell the member.   

Several members interjected. 

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  I listened in silence to the drivel that came from those members.   

Mr M.F. Board:  If you invite interjections, you will get them. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Order! 

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  Madam Deputy Speaker, I seek your protection here. 
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Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Order!   

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  Thank you, Madam Deputy Speaker.  I listened to members opposite because I 
understand that they have an issue they feel very strongly about.  It is an important issue.  It is a baseline 
philosophical issue that needs to be debated.  However, Madam Deputy Speaker, I ask for your indulgence to 
ensure that I can respond to the case that has been put forward.   

There was a time when we thought that the process of predict and provide was the way to move forward.  It was 
the underlying, philosophical principle of planning.  The Government thought about how much economic 
activity would grow by, what that would mean in terms of how much the transport task would increase and, 
therefore, how much more road would need to be built to accommodate that.  The roads kept getting bigger and 
bigger.  We all know that cities around the world have come to the realisation that something different must be 
done.  We cannot keep mowing down more and more of the established fabric of the city to provide for these 
roads.  We need a more sophisticated response to this issue.  We need to ensure that land use and transport 
planning is integrated, so that we do a range of things.  We should minimise the transport task as much as we 
can.  That is part of the reason the six-point plan refers to the development of freight terminals around the 
metropolitan area.  We are working to develop the first of those in conjunction with the major transport players 
in this nation - Toll Holdings Ltd, Patrick Corporation Ltd and Pacific National Pty Ltd.  They have been 
selected as the preferred proponents for a complete refit of the Kewdale freight terminal, which will provide the 
first of the inland container terminals.  That will reduce the number of empty trucks that must travel in and out of 
Fremantle.   

Mr A.D. McRae:  They don’t understand that.   

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  Members opposite do not understand that.  The Government is also doing such things 
as getting a better spread of the use of the infrastructure, including a single truck booking system.  A mandatory 
truck booking system will be put in place, hopefully by February next year.  We will move beyond that to the 
sort of one-stop shop that is in ports all over -   

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Order, member for Riverton and member for Carine!   

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  There are better logistical systems, under which existing infrastructure is better 
managed.  Without doubt, the move from road to rail is an important part of the strategy.  It is certainly not the 
only part, but it is an important part.  When this process began, only three per cent of the boxes going into 
Fremantle went by rail.  The member for Murdoch obviously does not know what is going on, because that 
figure has already doubled.  It has gone up in the space of some nine months without any infrastructure 
investment being made.  It was done simply by putting different contract management in place at North Quay.  It 
has increased to 10 trains a day.  The number of boxes has more than doubled in the space of 10 months.  The 
member for Murdoch said that it could not be done, but in the space of 10 months, even before we have the 
resources to actually do -  
Mr M.F. Board:  Where are the boxes going?   
Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  They are going into Fremantle by rail.  The member for Murdoch said it could not be 
done.  He said that there was no proof that the Government was doing that.  I can categorically say that, in the 
space of 10 months, the number of boxes going to the port by rail has more than doubled.  The Government will 
continue to develop this process.  I have all the details.  We obviously do not have time to talk about all the 
infrastructure upgrades.   
Mr M.F. Board:  What about the boxes that are coming in?   
Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  They are going into the Fremantle port.  I will go back to a little history.  Although the 
member for Carine did not touch on this matter in her speech today, her motion raised the issue of the report of 
the State Planning Commission of 1992.  One thing it said in 1992 was that it was absolutely critical that we start 
to look at some alternatives.  What was done during the eight years that the mob opposite was in government?  
The previous Government did only one thing.  It legislated for the reintroduction of the Fremantle eastern bypass 
into the metropolitan region scheme.  It did no planning, thinking or funding.  It just put the line on the map as 
though a line on a map would resolve the problems of freight transport in particular and transport generally in the 
southern suburbs.  It made a symbolic statement, but did none of the heavy lifting.  It did no work whatsoever to 
resolve these issues. When the Labor Party came to government, it immediately moved to begin some of the 
detailed planning that had been recommended 10 years previously.  We set up the freight network review and the 
freight congress, bringing together a variety of industry and community stakeholders to determine the twenty-
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first century way of managing the movement of freight and transport planning in our city.  That is where the six-
point plan came from. 

I urge members to think about this.  The population of this city will grow in the next 25 years by another three-
quarters of a million people.  What will happen if we continue along the present path?   Leach Highway is not 
the only road carrying a lot of traffic.  Shepperton Road carries 30 000 vehicles a day.  Are we supposed to be 
making projections about that and knocking down the housing on either side of the road?  Guildford Road carries 
25 000 vehicles a day.  Beaufort Street carries 26 000 vehicles a day and for much of its length is effectively 
only a single lane each way, as there is parking on both sides of the road.  Wanneroo Road carries 38 000 
vehicles a day.  Stirling Highway carries 44 000 vehicles a day.  What will we do with Stirling Highway?  Will 
we mow down the buildings on either side of that road?  We cannot continue with this way of dealing with 
traffic.  Cities around the world have recognised this, and these ring roads have been taken out of plan after plan.  
London is a classic case, where a whole network of ring roads was planned.  A start was made on one road, and 
then the social and community devastation created by the road was recognised.  London has now gone the 
opposite way, and introduced congestion charging to radically constrain the number of cars coming into the city 
area.  It is an absolute boon for London and has attracted widespread support.  However, the Opposition wants 
Western Australia to remain stuck in the 1970s, with more and more road construction. 
Not only did the member get it completely wrong about the Government’s substantial progress on traffic to date, 
but he also claimed we had made no progress on Roe Highway.  He was obviously thinking about the time when 
his party was in government.  The completion of Roe Highway to Kwinana Freeway is an important part of the 
Government’s strategy.  The Government has completed stages 4 and 5 of Roe Highway, and has almost 
completed stage 6.   This is after eight years of the previous Government not completing one metre of Roe 
Highway.  Roe Highway stage 7 is under way.  I shared with the House the other day some of the statistics on 
the impact the development of stages 4 and 5 has already had on Leach Highway.  In some areas there has been a 
decrease of 10 per cent in the amount of traffic on Leach Highway, as a result of the completion of those stages.  
When stages 6 and 7 are completed there will be some tremendous results in decreasing traffic. 
One of the other issues we must think about is that our city has changed since Sir Charles Court and his group 
came up with the great idea of the Fremantle eastern bypass.  Not only have people’s expectations for amenities 
changed, but also the locus of development has moved.  The main locus of industrial development is now well to 
the south of Fremantle.  At least 600 hectares of industrial development will take place in Hope Valley and 
Wattleup.  There are large industrial estates, such as the Kwinana strip.  The Fremantle eastern harbour has 
grown.  HIsmelt Corporation Pty Ltd will operate from the old BHP jetty, which will be woven into the outer 
harbour.  Planning is now well under way for the provision of the overflow container facility in the outer 
harbour.  All the focus will move well south of Fremantle.  The idea that we would want to plough down large 
swaths of Fremantle to accommodate trucks, when in fact the whole development locus has moved further south, 
is really silly. 

I am very proud of the WA Planning Commission.  I recognise that this was a very hard issue for it to deal with.  
However, at the end of the day, it analysed these issues and the arguments.  An outrageous slur was made by the 
member for Murdoch.  I can understand that the member for Murdoch, who is rooted in the past, does not agree 
with the Planning Commission.  I do not have a problem with his disagreeing with the commission.  However, I 
have a very strong problem with the sort of language he used to describe its actions.  The Planning Commission 
made a thoughtful and careful assessment, and it recognised, as it said, what happened under the previous 
Government: the line on the map was put back in and nothing happened.  There was no impetus for change.  
There was no movement towards more sustainable planning - absolutely nothing happened.  The previous 
Government just put the line on the map with absolute cynicism, and then walked away from the problem.  If it 
could have got away with closing down the rail into Fremantle, which is what it really wanted to do, it would 
have done it.  It was taking the State backwards.   

The Government recognises that a lot of work must be done to upgrade the State’s road system and freight 
network.  As I said, a large amount of that work must be done regardless of the Fremantle eastern bypass, and it 
certainly must happen as long as the Fremantle eastern bypass is simply a line on a map.  We need an impetus 
for change.  We must be very clear now.  We must draw a line in the sand, and the Fremantle eastern bypass is 
that line in the sand where we say that the old style of planning and the refusal to be more intelligent about how 
we manage freight will be drawn to a conclusion.  We will not continue to mow down large swaths of the urban 
fabric to create more roads.  On any indices, this city has the highest rate of automobile dependency, and it has 
more roads per resident than any other city in Australia - well in excess of the United States average and 
certainly well in excess of the average in Europe.  However, even compared with US cities, Perth is a very car-
dependent city.   
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If we are to manage the growth that we are expecting in the next 25 years, we must start planning more 
sustainably.  The Cabinet has made a decision that all the resources that are freed up as a result of the disposal of 
the Fremantle eastern bypass land will be put into the six-point plan and will provide more of the upgrades 
required to make this work.  In addition to that, the Government is putting between $8 million and $10 million 
into the realignment of the rail loop into Fremantle port, which will provide a much more effective port operation 
system.  We had sought some assistance from the federal Government for the total upgrade of the rail network.  
However, despite all the federal Government’s pontificating about being committed to rail, which we have heard 
from Mr Fischer and Mr Anderson, unfortunately, when it comes to the crunch and it is asked to invest in 
something - particularly something that is effective - the federal Government will not provide any money.   

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  You have misled the federal Government.   

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  Have I misled the federal Government? 

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  You have told it in one breath that you will not remove the reservation for Roe 
Highway stage 8.  You will not do it.   

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  That is correct.   

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  There is no need for Roe Highway stage 8 if the Fremantle eastern bypass does not go 
through.   

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  How have I misled the federal Government? 

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  You are trying to mislead them.   

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  Does the member think that Senator Campbell is silly?   

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  I am not saying that.   

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  I have been honest.  I would love to see the Liberal Party go to the next election and 
say that it will build Roe Highway stage 8.  That would be wonderful.  We would like Hon Simon O’Brien to 
repeat what he did before the last election, which was to say that he did not think that Roe Highway stage 8 
should ever be built and that it is not a very good road.  I would love to see that.  I assure the member for Carine 
that it was no skin off the Government’s nose to say to Senator Campbell that we would not remove the 
reservation for Roe Highway stage 8.  We will enjoy the spectacle of the member going to the federal 
Government with a shopping list of roads.  How the Liberal Party will fund that is beyond me.  The Liberal Party 
is sprinkling around road building promises like confetti.  The member for Carine’s comments are interesting, as 
is much of the information contained in the submissions to the Hearings Committee of the WA Planning 
Commission.  The commission made the point that people are speaking as though the Fremantle eastern bypass 
exists and that the Government will close it down.   

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  It is a road reservation.  Don’t you understand that?   

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  It is a road reservation that will never be built.   

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  You have to think long term.  You claim you have vision, but it is so clouded that it is 
not funny.   

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  The member for Carine is not thinking long term.  She is thinking like Hon Richard 
Lewis did; that is, “Let us put this on the map so that we do not have to bother doing anything about it.  We can 
put it on a map and let the issue go on and tell people that it will exist one day.”  Former Premier Richard Court 
was interviewed about the Fremantle eastern bypass when he was in government.  He was asked why it had not 
been built after eight years of his Government, if it was such an important road, which was required to be put 
back into the metropolitan region scheme so early in the Government’s term.  Richard Court replied that the 
Government had not been able to get consensus about the road project but that one day when it did get consensus 
on the project, it would build it.  We know that there will never be consensus on this road.   

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  You invent history all the time.  One day you will come unstuck.   

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  I listened to the members for Carine and Murdoch in perfect silence because it is an 
important issue and I know that they wanted to get their arguments put on the record.  I ask for the same 
opportunity.   

I have set out the Government’s response for its case.  Of course the WA Planning Commission has an 
obligation to consider these arguments and to read the report of the Hearings Committee of the WA Planning 
Commission, which was, I believe, heavily swayed by the emotive representations that were made before it.  It is 
also important to understand that the vast majority of submissions were pro forma submissions.  The 
Government has not been able to find any details about the fund run by Mr McNally, the chief executive officer 
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of the City of Melville.  The Melville council has engaged - perhaps not directly, but perhaps through the Liberal 
Party front known as Save Our Suburbs - in employing people to doorknock and ask people to sign various pro 
forma petitions.   

Mr M.F. Board:  They were all volunteers.   

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  There may well have been volunteers.  However, a communications company was 
engaged and it employed people to go door-to-door.   

Ms K. Hodson-Thomas:  You are hoping to do this quietly.   

Ms A.J. MacTIERNAN:  Nevertheless, they are entitled to do that.  I do not think Mr McNally should be able to 
conceal that information from the public.  I urge the Melville City Council to make public that information 
should it manage to extract it from him at any stage.  We must consider the substance of these arguments.  The 
Government acknowledges that it is doing things differently.  That is what it was elected to do.  It was not 
elected to provide the “same old, same old”.  This Government was elected to deliver more sustainability into 
our capital city and our State.  This Government is not locked into the 1970s or the decisions of Sir Charles 
Court.  It is taking this city forward into the twenty-first century.  

MR A.D. McRAE (Riverton) [4.00 pm]:  Paragraph (d) of the motion reads - 

the lack of a proven, credible planning alternative for transport in the southern suburbs.  

That is a useful starting point at which to examine precisely what the Planning Commission based its thinking 
on, what core analysis it carried out and on what basis it imagines a future for the south metropolitan region.   

Amendment to Motion 

Mr A.D. McRAE:  I disagree with the motion; therefore, I move - 

To delete all words after “House” with a view to inserting the following words - 

thanks the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure for outlining the procedures and reasons 
that resulted in the Western Australian Planning Commission’s recommendation to delete the 
Fremantle eastern bypass.  

Mr C.J. Barnett:  The constituents in Riverton will love hearing you thank this minister.  Thank you, God!  There 
is a God out there when a clown like you is on his feet.  

Mr A.D. McRAE:  I would like to ask the Leader of the Opposition a question so that he can contribute to this 
debate without continually interrupting, harping and carping, as he usually does, at which time we might be able 
to enter into sensible debate rather than listen to his negative attacking and personal affronts in an effort to tear 
down progress in this State and sabotage people’s contributions, as is his modus operandi.  

I refer to the Western Australian Planning Commission’s report on submissions on Metropolitan Region Scheme 
Amendment No. 1055/33 on the Fremantle eastern bypass.  Under item 11 “Discussion of Issues” and the 
subheading “Planning Context”, the report reads - 

The MRS was prepared in the late 1950s and adopted by Parliament in 1963 based on the Stephenson-
Hepburn Plan for Perth and Fremantle.  This scheme has been operative over the last 40 years 
implementing the original intent of shaping a post-war metropolis to the needs of the motorcar. 

Herein lies the fundamental ethos that underpinned the original preparation of the Stephenson-Hepburn plan and 
what we are challenged to re-examine as a new and emerging city in the twenty-first century.  It is no longer 
good enough to pursue the same ideals as those adopted in the 1950s to produce a metropolis based on motorcar 
use.  I noticed in the Stephenson-Hepburn plan a reference to the Stephenson Highway, which runs through the 
Leader of the Opposition’s electorate.  I also notice in the literature recently distributed throughout the south 
metropolitan region by proponents and supporters of Save Our Suburbs and people who want to keep the car 
plan in place, that they continue to include the Stephenson Highway in their thinking.  Does the Leader of the 
Opposition support the retention of Stephenson Highway?   

Mr C.J. Barnett:  For your edification, the section through my electorate has already been built.  

Mr A.D. McRAE:  Does the Leader of the Opposition support the completion of Stephenson Highway?   

Mr C.J. Barnett:  No.  

Mr A.D. McRAE:  It is all right for the rich and famous in the western suburbs to say that they do not want 
Stephenson Highway to run through their suburb because they want to save their bushland, wetlands and flora 
and fauna.  However, the moment someone in the southern suburbs says, “Keep Bibra Lake” or “Keep the 
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wetlands and the last remnant of that chain in place” - which is now in place because of the line put there 
40 years ago - that person is accused of self-interest and of campaigning against the interests of transport 
planning.  What an absolute charade! 

I want to quickly refer to two other matters.  The six-point plan is being put in place now.  The Local Impacts 
Committee, which was spawned from the 2001-02 freight network review, was charged with three tasks.  Its first 
term of reference was to recommend the alignment for stage 7 to connect Roe Highway to the freeway - that is 
under way and the contract has been let; its second term of reference was to identify traffic management 
improvements across the metropolitan region; and its third term of reference was to identify mechanisms to 
protect local communities.  I briefly refer members to a debate in this place on Thursday, 23 October 2003 in 
which, in response to a grievance from me, the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure said -  

With the member for Riverton’s involvement, we are setting up a number of demonstration projects so 
that we can test what will work. 

That was a reference to the region.  The minister continued - 

We can make a commitment now to the introduction of bus bays, for example, outside Rossmoyne 
Senior High School.  That will improve road safety.  . . .  We are also committing to some 
demonstration noise walls.  They will cost in the order of $300 per square metre.  . . .  The efficacy of 
those walls will then be tested.  We will also need to test the retro-fitting of noise attenuation devices 
such as double glazing.  We will select a site to test that.  This will be part of a testing program. 

Further to the member’s submissions, we are also prepared to take on board a test of changing the speed 
zone between Bull Creek Drive and the Shelley Bridge, which is currently an 80 kilometres an hour 
zone.  We will ascertain the impact on noise and safety by reducing the speed limit. 

Changes must be put in place, and to do that we must shift our thinking on how we want our city to be so that it 
can manage traffic, not just think about putting roads in place that increase traffic.  

MR M.W. TRENORDEN (Avon - Leader of the National Party) [4.06 pm]:  It is very interesting that we are 
having this debate.  The Government has spent all of one minute of its time on it and has no interest whatsoever 
in the port.  All we have heard about in this debate is Labor Party constituents and people who support the Labor 
Party.  What about the port?  I would have thought every Western Australian regarded the port of Fremantle as a 
primary asset.  It certainly is by my constituents, whose income is earned substantially through access to the port, 
particularly the container wharf.  The minister has indicated that the container section of the port is to be moved 
south somewhere; I learnt that brand new bit of planning today.  The minister did not say to where it will be 
moved. 
Mr F.M. Logan interjected. 
Mr M.W. TRENORDEN:  Yes, she talked about all the growth and activity going south; or was she talking 
about Labor Party supporters?  I suspect she was talking about Labor Party supporters.   
People must have access to the port.  It is not just madness to cut the Fremantle eastern bypass out of the system, 
it is planning lunacy.  It is crazy in every manner I look at it.  There is a raft of vested interests in this debate and, 
as has been said in this place, 85 per cent of the submissions on the debate said so - and rightly so.  This is a 
huge backward step for the State of Western Australia, not just Fremantle.  It is a tragedy for the transport 
industry in Western Australia.  Scrapping the Fremantle eastern bypass and Roe Highway stage 8 will make it 
difficult for future Governments to build a safe, modern freight road corridor for travel to and from the harbour.   

The core issue that interests the National Party is the harbour.  This debate has been led by a minister who hates 
roads and by a raft of people who forget, when they come out of the shops with their bean sprouts, skinny milk 
and bicycle clips, that their purchases had first to be transported.  Deregulation of transport was undertaken 
substantially by the previous Government.  The cost of freight has gone down substantially.  Members on my left 
are trying to lift the cost of freight and the cost to consumers. 

Mr F.M. Logan:  We will need huge trucks - 

Mr M.W. TRENORDEN:  There will have to be transport. 

Mr F.M. Logan:  We will need triple trailers to get things to Armadale! 

Mr A.D. McRae:  Is that the answer? 

Mr M.W. TRENORDEN:  The answer is that, if the member wants to walk into Coles or Woolworths and buy 
things off the shelf, believe it or not, the items have to get onto the shelves.  If members opposite say that it will 
require 10 trucks instead of two to transport goods, the price will go up. 
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I find this absolutely incredible.  Up to 165 000 20-foot container equivalents will be hauled through Fremantle.  
They will rumble past Cicerello’s and the Round House and through the historic precinct of Fremantle, which 
some members opposite say they like.  I visit Cicerello’s frequently; I love going there.  It will be a disaster for 
Fremantle to have double banks of containers rumbling through the area. 

DR J.M. WOOLLARD (Alfred Cove) [4.11 pm]:  When the House previously debated the bypass I said that we 
should look at stage 8 of the Roe Highway because of the possible effect on the Beeliar wetlands.  I assumed that 
was the purpose of calling for submissions; that is, to hear the views of the community.  The report on 
submissions is a joke; it is absolute hypocrisy.  The Government is not listening to the community.  The report 
states that 9 000 people have said that they do not want the bypass to go.  What has the Government done?  It has 
handed the issue to the Western Australian Planning Commission.  The member for Murdoch said that the 
WAPC has prostituted itself.  It will not be the first time, because it happened with the Raffles Hotel.  I am 
horrified that this Government will not listen to the community.  The minister said that she listened in silence to 
the dribble from members opposite.  The “dribble” represents the views of the community.  It is the opinions of 
the community as stated in the report.  The map in this report shows the many people in my electorate who have 
said no. 

What is this all about?  It is all about the money that the Government wants to put into its coffers so that it can 
pork-barrel for the next election.  I have toured the area.  I am very concerned about what may happen to the 
Beeliar Regional Park.  I have been told by Liberal members that they will look at this issue again and ensure 
that when the bypass goes ahead, it will be in an environmentally sensitive manner.  It will not be like this.  This 
is ignoring the people who live on Canning Highway, Leach Highway and South Street.  The Government does 
not care; it does not want to hear their “dribble”.  The Government has already decided.  The minister said that 
the Liberal Party is stuck in the 1970s.  I am sorry, but where is the minister stuck?  She is certainly not listening 
to the community.  What record is she listening to?  It is certainly not community opinion; that is not what her 
Government came on board with.  Her Government came on board with a platform of consultation.  The minister 
may well look to the heavens for advice because the community is not happy with this Government.  It is not 
happy that this Government is not listening to its views.  Read this report.  The committee said that the plan 
should be kept in place until the Government comes up with proof that there will not be an increase in traffic and 
consequent damage to Beeliar Regional Park.  However, because the Hearings Committee did not come up with 
what the minister wanted, she sent the issue to the Western Australian Planning Commission and said, “This is 
what I want boys.  Give it to me.”  What has it done?  Even though the Hearings Committee said that the bypass 
should not be deleted, the minister has not accepted the recommendations of the committee.  She has not listened 
to the community.  The map in the report clearly shows the thousands of people who said that they do not want 
the bypass to be deleted.  The minister has not shown how her six-point plan would take traffic off the roads and 
improve freight transport; however, an election is 18 months off and a lot of money will go into government 
coffers when it sells the land.  Is that what this is about, minister?  Is that why the Government has not listened to 
the community?  Section 33(3) of the Metropolitan Region Town Planning Scheme Act 1959 states “when the 
Governor has approved the amendment”.  Can the minister tell me when the Governor approved the amendment?  
I wonder whether this is just like some of the other issues the minister has tried to rush through this House.  
When did the Governor approve the amendment?   

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the Opposition) [4.16 pm]:  In the brief few minutes available to me 
I will raise the issue of road safety.  I will refer to some of the reports that have been discussed, and I will 
provide two quotes.  In the Hearings Committee’s “Report on Submissions”, it states that it also found that the 
construction of the Fremantle eastern bypass-Roe Highway would provide the greatest road safety benefits.  
Another related statement indicates that the Fremantle eastern bypass-Roe Highway is a better traffic and road 
safety solution than the current alternative.  The current alternative is the minister’s - 

Mr J.C. Kobelke:  What are you quoting from - Liberal Party policy?   

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  No.  On the issue of road safety, the conclusion is clear.  How many accidents will need to 
occur on Leach Highway, High Street or Stock Road?  Indeed, how many deaths will need to occur before this 
Government and this minister accept some responsibility?  The recommendation through the Western Australian 
Planning Commission and the hearings process is that the retention of the Fremantle eastern bypass is the best 
result for road safety.  Members opposite seem to forget that all these containers come into my electorate of 
Cottesloe.  They start in North Fremantle.  I have seen the problems that the road haulage industry has in getting 
the containers out of North Fremantle and onto Leach Highway.  The other day I watched what I considered to 
be a highly dangerous situation.  One heavy vehicle went probably five or six feet across the footpath trying to 
get around a bend.  That is what road safety is all about.  Two or three months ago a container fell off a truck 
doing such a manoeuvre and fell on a car with a young woman in it.  Luckily she survived.  This is a road safety 
issue.   
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We have a situation in which the Planning Commission in this State has been either unduly influenced by this 
minister or the Government or, indeed, interfered with.  The integrity of the commission has been compromised 
by what has taken place.  If this Government does not want to accept the recommendation of the Planning 
Commission, it is free to do so.  However, it should at least have the integrity to say that it is a government 
political decision, and not a decision emanating from the Planning Commission.   

We have heard a little about containers, and the minister has an aspiration of 30 per cent of containers being 
transported by rail.  That would be a good result that I would applaud.  I will cite the figures.  In 2003 there are 
316 000 containers to be transported, of which 294 000 will go by road.  If the minister achieves her objective of 
30 per cent, by 2017 there will be 950 000 containers to be transported, with 30 per cent or 285 000 going by rail 
and 665 000 going by road.  In other words, there will be a 130 per cent increase, from 294 000 to 665 000, in 
containers being transported by road.  Even if the minister succeeds, there will be a 130 per cent increase in the 
number of containers being transported by road out of the port of Fremantle.  Even under the minister’s most 
optimistic scenario, road transport would be more than doubled.  This Government has no system to safely 
distribute those containers around the metropolitan area.  It is fine if the Government does not want to build the 
eastern bypass; however, it has no sound basis for removing the reservation.  The member opposite referred to 
the freeway through the western suburbs.  I did not believe it should be built, but we retained the reservation.  
We made it very clear that we would retain long-term planning reservations.  If the Government’s policy is not 
to build the bypass, that is fine; it need not build it.  A future Liberal Government will build the Fremantle 
eastern bypass and complete the Roe Highway so that there will be an efficient and safe system for distributing 
containers and heavy vehicles around the Perth metropolitan area.  One reason this is a great city in which to live 
is the long-term planning of the Stephenson days.  This Government will compromise that.  I again restate our 
commitment that, if the minister deletes that reservation, a future Liberal Government will resume that land.  I 
will notify anyone bidding for or buying that land that it is essentially blighted because a future Liberal 
Government will resume it at cost.  New owners will not profit from it, so no-one will invest in it or build on it.  
This Government is simply delaying the inevitable.  That reservation should be retained. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT:  The land will be resumed according to the public works law, which is for cost plus 10 per 
cent.  It will be resumed.  No-one should buy that land because a future Liberal Government will resume it for 
the transport corridor. 

Mr A.D. McRae:  What a joke you are.  

Mr C.J. Barnett:  At least I stand up for my constituents.  I am not like you, who has betrayed the constituents of 
Riverton.   

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Order! 

Mr C.J. Barnett:  That is why you are going to be another one-termer.   

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  Order!  I am on my feet!   

Point of Order 

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD:  Under our code of conduct, can members call other members “a joke”?  If not, I draw 
your attention, Madam Deputy Speaker, to the comments of the member for Riverton.   

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  When members refer to each other directly, they should use their names.  I am sure 
there are many colourful descriptions that people use in conversation.   

Debate Resumed 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn - Parliamentary Secretary) [4.22 pm]:  I support the amendment before the 
House.  I point out to the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure that she was wrong when she said that the 
debate about the deletion of the Fremantle eastern bypass is emotive.  It is not emotive; it is hysterical.  I draw 
members’ attention to statements in this week’s The Cockburn Herald that are attributed to Russell Aubrey, a 
City of Melville councillor and chieftain of the Save Our Suburbs organisation.  The article states -  

Cr Aubrey said his group would “stop at nothing” to get the road built, -  

That is, the Fremantle eastern bypass -  

and the public could look forward to gory protests:  “We’ll be turning up on the steps of parliament in 
overalls drenched in blood,” . . .   
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Those are the words of Councillor Aubrey from the City of Melville.  Whose blood will it be?  Will it be the 
blood of the member for Murdoch, the member for Carine, the member for Cottesloe or any of the others who 
continually threaten to build the Fremantle eastern bypass and Roe Highway stage 8?   

Amendment (words to be deleted) put and a division taken with the following result - 

Ayes (26) 

Mr P.W. Andrews Mr S.R. Hill Mr M. McGowan Mr J.R. Quigley 
Mr C.M. Brown Mr J.N. Hyde Ms S.M. McHale Mr E.S. Ripper 
Mr A.J. Dean Mr J.C. Kobelke Mr A.D. McRae Mr P.B. Watson 
Mr J.B. D’Orazio Mr R.C. Kucera Mr N.R. Marlborough Mr M.P. Whitely 
Dr J.M. Edwards Mr F.M. Logan Mrs C.A. Martin Ms M.M. Quirk (Teller) 
Dr G.I. Gallop Ms A.J. MacTiernan Mr M.P. Murray  
Mrs D.J. Guise Mr J.A. McGinty Mr A.P. O’Gorman  

Noes (19) 

Mr C.J. Barnett Mr J.H.D. Day Mr R.F. Johnson Mr T.K. Waldron 
Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan Mrs C.L. Edwardes Mr B.K. Masters Ms S.E. Walker 
Mr M.J. Birney Mr J.P.D. Edwards Mr P.D. Omodei Dr J.M. Woollard 
Mr M.F. Board Ms K. Hodson-Thomas Mr P.G. Pendal Mr J.L. Bradshaw (Teller) 
Dr E. Constable Mr M.G. House Mr M.W. Trenorden  

            

Pairs 

 Mr J.J.M. Bowler Mr A.D. Marshall 
 Mr D.A. Templeman Mr W.J. McNee 
 Mr A.J. Carpenter Mr R.N. Sweetman 
 Ms J.A. Radisich Mr R.A. Ainsworth 
 Mrs M.H. Roberts Mr B.J. Grylls 

Amendment thus passed. 

Amendment (words to be inserted) put and a division taken with the following result - 

Ayes (26) 

Mr P.W. Andrews Mr S.R. Hill Mr M. McGowan Mr J.R. Quigley 
Mr C.M. Brown Mr J.N. Hyde Ms S.M. McHale Mr E.S. Ripper 
Mr A.J. Dean Mr J.C. Kobelke Mr A.D. McRae Mr P.B. Watson 
Mr J.B. D’Orazio Mr R.C. Kucera Mr N.R. Marlborough Mr M.P. Whitely 
Dr J.M. Edwards Mr F.M. Logan Mrs C.A. Martin Ms M.M. Quirk (Teller) 
Dr G.I. Gallop Ms A.J. MacTiernan Mr M.P. Murray  
Mrs D.J. Guise Mr J.A. McGinty Mr A.P. O’Gorman  

Noes (19) 

Mr C.J. Barnett Mr J.H.D. Day Mr R.F. Johnson Mr T.K. Waldron 
Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan Mrs C.L. Edwardes Mr B.K. Masters Ms S.E. Walker 
Mr M.J. Birney Mr J.P.D. Edwards Mr P.D. Omodei Dr J.M. Woollard 
Mr M.F. Board Ms K. Hodson-Thomas Mr P.G. Pendal Mr J.L. Bradshaw (Teller) 
Dr E. Constable Mr M.G. House Mr M.W. Trenorden  
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Pairs 

 Mr D.A. Templeman Mr W.J. McNee 
 Mr J.J.M. Bowler Mr A.D. Marshall 
 Mr A.J. Carpenter Mr R.N. Sweetman 
 Ms J.A. Radisich Mr R.A. Ainsworth 
 Mrs M.H. Roberts Mr B.J. Grylls 

Amendment thus passed. 

Motion, as Amended 

Question put and a division taken with the following result - 

Ayes (26) 

Mr P.W. Andrews Mr S.R. Hill Mr M. McGowan Mr J.R. Quigley 
Mr C.M. Brown Mr J.N. Hyde Ms S.M. McHale Mr E.S. Ripper 
Mr A.J. Dean Mr J.C. Kobelke Mr A.D. McRae Mr P.B. Watson 
Mr J.B. D’Orazio Mr R.C. Kucera Mr N.R. Marlborough Mr M.P. Whitely 
Dr J.M. Edwards Mr F.M. Logan Mrs C.A. Martin Ms M.M. Quirk (Teller) 
Dr G.I. Gallop Ms A.J. MacTiernan Mr M.P. Murray  
Mrs D.J. Guise Mr J.A. McGinty Mr A.P. O’Gorman  

Noes (19) 

Mr C.J. Barnett Mr J.H.D. Day Mr R.F. Johnson Mr T.K. Waldron 
Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan Mrs C.L. Edwardes Mr B.K. Masters Ms S.E. Walker 
Mr M.J. Birney Mr J.P.D. Edwards Mr P.D. Omodei Dr J.M. Woollard 
Mr M.F. Board Ms K. Hodson-Thomas Mr P.G. Pendal Mr J.L. Bradshaw (Teller) 
Dr E. Constable Mr M.G. House Mr M.W. Trenorden  

            

Pairs 

 Mr D.A. Templeman Mr W.J. McNee 
 Mr J.J.M. Bowler Mr A.D. Marshall 
 Mr A.J. Carpenter Mr R.N. Sweetman 
 Ms J.A. Radisich Mr R.A. Ainsworth 
 Mrs M.H. Roberts Mr B.J. Grylls 

Question thus passed. 
 


